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Policy H1: Meeting Local Housing Need Over the Period of the Plan 

This draft policy seeks to support proposals for new housing development provided they are compliant 

with Strategy 21 of the East Devon Local Plan (the Local Plan) which relates to development in Budleigh 

Salterton. For schemes which propose five or more units, provision should be made for family homes 

and/or for the elderly.  

For the reasons set out below, Clinton Devon OBJECT to this policy as currently worded but consider 

that with a number of modest refinements, the draft policy can be revised to be in a form which is 

acceptable. 

We note that this policy supports proposals for new housing development but that it seeks to tie such 

support to there being a proven need for housing in accordance with the provisions of Strategy 21. 

However, in relation to housing proposals, Strategy 21 simply notes that the emphasis should be on 

securing ‘modest housing development’ and does not require to be justified via evidence of specific 

need. This aspect of draft Policy H1 therefore is unreasonably restrictive and could be used to inhibit 

housing proposals which could in all other respects be acceptable and beneficial. We would therefore 

suggest that this part of draft Policy H1 be deleted. 

Draft Policy H1 also needs to acknowledge that there are other policies in the East Devon Local Plan, 

in addition to Strategy 21, which are potentially relevant to housing proposals in the town. For 

example, Strategy 6 (Development within Built-Up Area Boundaries) and Strategy 35 (Exception Mixed 

Market and Affordable Housing at Villages, Small Towns and Outside Built Up Area Boundaries) could 

both be relevant to housing proposals. We would suggest that draft Policy H1 needs to be reworded 

either to remove the direct reference to Strategy 21 or alternatively to make an additional reference 

to other policies in the Local Plan.  

We therefore suggest that criterion a) of draft Policy H1 be amended to read: 

“Subject to other policies in this plan new housing will be supported where: 

a) The relevant proposal(s) conform with the relevant policies in the Local Plan, including Strategy 

21 and provide good quality homes.” 

Changes along the lines described above are necessary to ensure that this part of the Neighbourhood 

Plan remains in general conformity with the East Devon Local Plan. 

 

 

  


